
What’s top of mind for global workers? 
Here is what we learned.

52%

Financial habits

meeting long-term 
financial goals

meeting immediate 
financial needs

not able to meet 
savings targets

The data collection, research and analysis for the above markets in regard to global employees was completed in partnership with Opinium, a strategic 
insight agency. Data collection took place between August 2022 and September 2022. The sample consisted of 20,000 respondents with the following 
qualifying conditions: Aged 20 – 75; Either they or their partner were employed full-time or part-time; A minimum household income of: Australia: A$45,000 
annually; China: RMB 5,000 monthly; Hong Kong: HK$15,000 monthly; USA: US$20,000 annually; Canada: CA$30,000 annually; UK: £10,000 annually; 
Mexico: $4,500 MXN monthly; Ireland: €20,000 annually; Germany: €20,000 annually; Netherlands: €20,000 annually; France: €20,000 annually; Italy: 
€15,000 annually; Spain: €15,000 annually; Japan: 3m yen annually; Brazil: R$1,501 monthly; India: 55,001 annually; Singapore: SGD$2,000 monthly.

The data collection, research and analysis for the above markets in regards to multinational firms also known as global employers was completed 
in partnership with Dynata, a third-party market research company, using their global research panel in conjunction with their partner vendors. Data 
collection took place between 14 December 2021 to 12 January 2022.

This information is intended to be educational and is not tailored to the investment needs of any specific investor. This information does not constitute 
investment advice and should not be used as the basis for any investment decision, nor should it be treated as a recommendation for any investment 
or action. Fidelity refers to one or both of Fidelity International and Fidelity Investments®. Fidelity International and Fidelity Investments® are separate 
companies that operate in different jurisdictions through their subsidiaries and affiliates. All trademarks are the property of their respective owners.

Actions for employers to consider:
•  Strengthen financial wellness of your workforce. Consider an approach, such as The Fidelity Global

Financial Wellness Framework, and guidelines, such as The Fidelity Retirement Savings Guidelines, to promote
locally and culturally relevant aspects of financial literacy education for your workforce.

•  Bolster retirement readiness. Highlight the benefits of a retirement workplace savings plan, including
employer contributions, potential tax-based advantages, and other factors that may be locally relevant.

•  Consider employee stock plans as a part of your talent strategy. Educate employees about how their stock
compensation may contribute to financial outcomes and consider adding/extending stock programs to reach
more employees.

•  Highlight the importance of emergency savings. Consider an emergency savings benefit to address short-
term financial needs for your employees.
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53%

Regions with a notable increase in workers saving 
less compared to 2021.

In 2021, only 21% said the same, 
making a total of 10% of global 
workers reducing their savings. 

16% of global workers have 
increased their borrowing 
over the last 6 months.

Notable regional variances of workers who have 
increased borrowing over the last 6 months. Planning horizons remain  

very short. Sixty-six 
percent of global workers 
are only planning ahead 
one year or less for their 
financial needs.

have no idea on 
how far ahead they  
plan for their 
financial needs.

1 in 3 global workers 
are spending more 
than they can 
afford.

The impact of rising inflation, among other financially related 
factors, is the leading stressor for workers across the world. 

Global employers can better align with their employees 
on how to define the concept of financial wellness.

Against a backdrop of financial uncertainty, global workers 
continue to focus on short-term financial needs over long-term 
goals and are spending less on discretionary items and 
more on essential expenses.

Top financially related stressors for workers around the globe

Why does this matter?

Planning horizon and spending habits have an inverse relationship–meaning the shorter the planning 
horizon, the more likely you are going to spend more than you can afford. Analysis of the survey data 
shows that those who plan for one week ahead are three times more likely to spend more than 
they can afford than those who plan for 10+ years.
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Region with greatest 
overspending versus 
region with lowest 
overspending.

More than 1 in 10 global workers have saved 
nothing in the last 6 months.

Spending

How do global workers and global employers define Financial Wellness?
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Saving

Planning horizon
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% of Global  
Employees selected

Most selected attributes of Financial Wellness
% of Global 

Employers selected

60% Having enough money set aside for an emergency 42%

57% Feeling secure about your financial situation 54%

46% Saving enough to retire according to retirement savings guidelines 40%

43% Having enough to pay for health care 51%

41% Having the means to save for a purchase (e.g., buying a house or car) 44%

40% Spending within your means 28%

38% Having minimal debt 30%

31% Having the means to support loved ones outside household 34%

30% Having the “know how” to make financial decisions 39%

26% Having the means to pay for education 41%

23% Having the means to support causes you care about 34%

34%

of global workers

In 2022, 31% have 
saved less in the 
past 6 months. 
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Approximately 1 in 5 global workers surveyed would rate the current state of their day-to-day finances as “poor.”

The annual Fidelity Global Sentiment Survey aims to provide 

an understanding of how workers around the globe are  

feeling and acting in four areas: Well-Being, Financial  

Habits, Retirement, and Work.

The Fidelity Global Sentiment Survey 2022
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